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1.0 Introduction 
The City of Omaha, Nebraska (City), in cooperation with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) 
and the Nebraska Department of Roads (NDOR), is proposing to widen 168th Street from a two-lane rural 
roadway to a four-lane urban divided roadway with turn lanes, generally between Pacific Street and Q 
Street.  Specifically, the proposed project includes widening 168th Street from Poppleton Avenue to Gold 
Street and from Oak Street to Ehlers Street, as shown in Figure 1.  The proposed project does not include 
widening the segments of 168th Street that have already been widened to four lanes as part of previous 
projects, including Q Street to Ehlers Street (i.e., Q Street improvements), just south of Oak Drive to Gold 
Street (i.e., West Center Road improvements), and from Poppleton Avenue to Pacific Street (i.e., Pacific 
Street improvements).   
 
Alfred Benesch & Company (Benesch) was contracted by the City to prepare an Environmental 
Assessment (EA) for the proposed project, including this traffic noise analysis. 
 
The purpose of this noise analysis is to evaluate the impact of the proposed 168th Street widening to the 
adjacent properties.  NDOR’s document, Noise Analysis and Abatement Policy, July 13, 2011 (noise 
policy), was used as the criteria for determination of noise impacts on this roadway construction project. 
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Figure 1.  Project Location 
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2.0 Methodology 


2.1 Nature of Noise 
Noise is defined as unwanted sound.  Sound is the sensation produced in the hearing organs when waves 
are created in the surrounding air by the vibration of some material body.  The impact that sound waves 
have on the hearing organs is dependent on the pressure generated by the wave.  The unit of measure of 
sound pressure level in common use is the decibel (dB), which can be simply defined as a logarithmic 
function of the actual sound pressure.  The logarithmic function is used because the range of sound 
pressures is too great to be accommodated on a linear scale.  The reference for sound pressure 
measurements is 0 dB which corresponds to 0.0002 microbars.  This represents the weakest sound that 
can be heard by a person with very good hearing in an extremely quiet place.  A sound level of 100 decibels 
corresponds to a pressure of 20 microbars, or 100,000 times the pressure that corresponds with 0 decibels.  
The range of sound pressure levels most frequently encountered in evaluating traffic-generated noise on 
highways is 50 to 95 dB.   


2.2 Measurement of Sound 
The sound-level meter is the basic instrument of noise measurement.  The American Standard (ANSI Sl.4-
1971) specifies that sound level meters have the capability of measuring three alternate frequency response 
characteristics designated as A, B, and C. The different frequency responses are used to account for 
different responses to sound pressure levels.  C-weighting is essentially linear.  B-weighting reflects the 
ear's response to sounds of moderate pressure level.  A-weighting reflects the ear's response to sounds of 
lower pressure level; therefore, A-weighting is the most widely used for assessing transportation related 
noise.  FHWA has specified that noise be predicted and evaluated in decibels weighted with the A-level 
frequency response, using the unit of measure referred to as dBA.  Measurements in dBA incorporate the 
ear's reduced sensitivity to both low frequency and very-high frequency noises, thereby correlating well 
with our subjective impression of loudness.  Table 1 displays noise levels (in dBA) common to our 
everyday activities.   
 
Table 1.  Common Noise Levels 


Common Noise Levels 
Noise Level 


(dBA) 


Rock Band at 16 ft 110 
Jet Flyover at 985 ft 105 


Gas Lawn Mower at 3 ft 95 
Diesel Truck at 50 ft 85 
Same Truck at 110 ft 80 


Gas Lawn Mower at 100 ft 70 
Normal Speech at 3 ft 65 


Birds Chirping 50 
Leaves Rustling 40 


Very Quiet Soft Whisper 30 
Threshold of Hearing 0 


Courtesy FHWA’s Public Roads Magazine, July/August 2003 
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2.3 23 CFR Part 772 Standards 
FHWA’s regulations for mitigation of highway traffic noise in the planning and design of federally-aided 
highways are contained in Title 23, Part 722 of the US Code of Federal Regulations (23 CFR 772), which 
was last updated on July 13, 2010.  The regulations require the following during the planning and design 
of highway projects: 


1. Identification of traffic noise impacts 
2. Examination of potential mitigation measures  
3. Incorporation of reasonable and feasible noise mitigation measures into the highway project  
4. Coordination with local officials to provide helpful information on compatible land-use planning 


and control.  


The regulations also contain noise abatement criteria (NAC), which represent the upper limit of acceptable 
highway traffic noise for different types of land uses and human activities.  The regulations do not require 
meeting the abatement criteria in every instance.  Rather, they require highway agencies make every 
reasonable and feasible effort to provide noise mitigation when the criteria are approached or exceeded.  
Compliance with the noise regulations is a prerequisite for the granting of Federal-aid highway funds for 
construction or reconstruction of a highway.  This noise analysis addresses the first three requirements; 
the fourth requirement is handled through regional and local planning processes. 


2.4 Noise Abatement Criteria 
The noise abatement criteria (NAC) contained in 23 CFR 772 are based on the one-hour equivalent level 
(Leq) noise descriptor.  Leq(h) is the equivalent steady state sound level, which during the hour under 
consideration contains the same acoustic energy as the time-varying traffic sound level during that same 
hour, and is measured in dBA.  The NAC varies depending on the Activity Category assigned to receptors 
under consideration, which are based on land use.  Table 2 contains the various Activity Categories and 
the upper limits of desirable hourly Leq(h) noise levels for each category.  Noise levels that approach or 
exceed the NAC would not be desirable, and would be referred to as a noise impact.   
 
Most land uses along 168th Street where the proposed improvements would occur are considered Activity 
Category B (outdoor areas of residential homes), with a few areas of Activity Category C (outdoor areas 
of non-residential uses, e.g., daycare centers, hospitals, medical facilities, parks, churches), Activity 
Category E (outdoor areas of non-residential areas that are less susceptible to noise, e.g., offices and 
restaurants), and one area of Activity Category F (land uses not sensitive to noise, e.g., retail facilities).   
 
There have not been any Activity Category A land uses (i.e., highly-sensitive areas where quiet and 
serenity are of extraordinary significance) designated for this project.   
 
Activity Category D (interior areas of Activity Category C facilities) is only used in cases where exterior 
noise abatement measures are determined to be not feasible and reasonable.  No receptors along the project 
corridor were found to warrant the use of Activity Category D.  
 
For Activity Category G (undeveloped lands), noise analysis is conducted using the permitted future use 
if possible.  Otherwise, only future levels are determined, and any abatement that is considered would not 
be eligible for federal funding.  There are no areas of Activity Category G land use on this project. 
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Table 2.  FHWA Noise Abatement Criteria 


Activity 


Category 


Hourly Noise Levels 


Leq(h) dBA 
Description of Activity Category 


A 57 (Exterior) 


Lands on which serenity and quiet are of extraordinary 
significance and serve an important public need and where 
the preservation of those qualities is essential if the area is to 
continue to serve its intended purpose 


B 67 (Exterior) Residential 


C 67 (Exterior) 


Active sport areas, amphitheaters, auditoriums, 
campgrounds, cemeteries, day care centers, hospitals, 
libraries, medical facilities, parks, picnic areas, places of 
worship, playgrounds, public meeting rooms, public or 
nonprofit institutional structures, radio studios, recording 
studios, recreation areas, Section 4(f) sites, schools, 
television studios, trails, and trail crossings 


D 52 (Interior) 


Auditoriums, day care centers, hospitals, libraries, medical 
facilities, places of worship, public meeting rooms, public or 
nonprofit institutional structures, radio studios, recording 
studios, schools, and television studios 


E 72 (Exterior) Hotels, motels, offices, restaurants/bars, and other developed 
lands, properties or activities not included in A-D or F 


F -- 


Agriculture, airports, bus yards, emergency services, 
industrial, logging, maintenance facilities, manufacturing, 
mining, rail yards, retail facilities, shipyards, utilities (water 
resources, water treatment, electrical), and warehousing 


G -- Undeveloped lands  


2.5 Noise Prediction Method 
Traffic noise levels shown in this study resemble “peak hour” noise levels and are predicted in hourly 
Leq(h) dBA.  The traffic volume used for this hour time period is usually the Design Hourly Volume 
(DHV) traffic.  However, if the DHV is not that predictable, a peak hour volume that occurs on a regular 
basis during the design year might be used.  The Leq(h) descriptor is reliable for low-volume as well as 
high-volume roadways, is simpler in most instances for highway designers to work with, and is more 
flexible in terms of permitting noise levels from different sources to be included in the analysis of the total 
ambient noise.   
 
The "FHWA Highway Traffic Noise Prediction Model" is the method used in this report to predict Leq(h) 
dBA noise levels, developed and approved for use by FHWA.  The procedures included in the FHWA 
Model permit an analysis of variations in traffic noises in terms of traffic parameters, roadway and 
observer characteristics.  These parameters are then identified for a particular traffic situation and 
transformed into noise level estimates through the use of this prediction method, which has been set up 
on a computer, using the FHWA Traffic Noise Model (TNM), Version 2.5. 
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In analyzing the traffic noise, emphasis was given to the two main noise criteria of a traffic noise impact, 
as set forth in 23 CFR 772.  A comparison was made between the predicted traffic noise levels and the 
NAC levels to determine if traffic noise impacts exist due to the noise levels approaching or exceeding 
the NAC.  Also, a comparison was made between existing noise levels and future predicted traffic noise 
levels to determine the level of noise impact that would be expected to occur. 
 
As stated in the noise policy, NDOR generally considers that an impact occurs and abatement measures 
will be considered for receptors if: 
 


1. The predicted design year noise levels approach or exceed the FHWA NAC.  NDOR has 
established that a noise level of 1 dBA less than the NAC constitutes “approaching” the NAC. 
 


2. Predicted future noise levels are 15 dBA or more above existing levels.  For purposes of 
interpreting the FHWA noise standards, this would be considered a “substantial increase” over 
existing levels. 


3.0 Noise Model Inputs 


3.1 Traffic Volumes 
The 2011 turning movement counts with vehicle classifications were provided by the City.  Following 
guidance from the Metropolitan Area Planning Agency (MAPA), the 2011 traffic volumes were grown at 
2% per year, compounded annually, to project the 2035 traffic volumes.  The 2011 and 2035 PM traffic 
volumes are displayed in Table 3 and Table 4. 
 
In spring 2014, MAPA released the latest update to its travel demand model that includes the 2040 traffic 
forecast.  Project stakeholders (City of Omaha, NDOR, and FHWA) directed Benesch to compare the new 
2040 projections to the 2035 projections that were used in the noise analysis to determine whether the 
change in the traffic projections would require re-analysis of the traffic noise using the 2040 projections. 
 
Comparing the 2035 projections to the 2040 projections, the maximum percent change is approximately 
19%.  This amount of change is less than the 25% change stipulated by NDOR for a re-evaluation of noise 
impacts, and therefore, does not significantly change the findings of the noise analysis.  Additionally, the 
19% change using the 2040 projections was actually a decrease in traffic (i.e. the 2040 projections resulted 
in lower traffic volumes than the 2035 projections); therefore, using the 2035 projections produces a more 
conservative analysis that would result in higher noise levels than the 2040 projections. As a result, the 
current findings of the noise analysis should be considered valid.  For a more in-depth discussion of the 
traffic volume update, please see the approved 2040 Traffic Volume Update Memo (Attachment 1). 
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Table 3. Year 2011 Traffic Volumes 


  


Cross Street EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR 


Pacific St 102 351 46 327 710 219 30 1023 119 133 1313 96 
Poppleton Ave 0 0 0 4 0 6 0 1166 13 13 1673 0 


William St 0 0 0 5 0 5 0 1174 5 5 1672 0 
Pine St West 2 0 14 0 0 0 16 1177 0 0 1629 48 
Pine St East 0 0 0 7 0 8 0 1185 27 6 1637 0 
Shirley St / 
Hickory St 3 0 15 2 1 8 9 1201 8 5 1630 9 


Frances St 299 33 92 15 3 45 22 874 11 54 1461 132 
Lakeside Hills Plz 157 0 185 0 0 0 95 750 0 0 1475 93 


Gold St 0 0 0 10 0 10 0 835 10 10 1650 0 
West Center Rd 166 900 208 381 1489 284 184 395 164 262 1216 182 


Elm St 10 0 10 0 0 0 0 733 0 0 1795 10 
Oak St / Oak Dr 110 23 197 29 25 68 179 555 28 69 1708 28 


Ontario St 5 0 22 1 0 1 13 756 1 5 1918 11 
Zorinsky North 2 0 0 0 0 6 0 762 1 3 1936 2 
Zorinsky South 33 0 42 0 0 5 19 725 2 7 1892 37 


H Cir / 167th Ave 5 5 5 5 5 15 5 726 5 50 1874 10 
Patterson Dr 92 0 32 0 0 0 31 644 0 0 1689 195 


Rolling Ridge Rd 0 0 0 35 0 34 0 641 20 75 1646 0 
Orchard Ave 21 0 62 6 0 8 78 632 6 4 1612 65 


P St / Ehlers St 0 0 32 0 0 18 2 698 24 0 1656 24 
Q St 98 754 96 348 1926 183 190 443 98 442 1072 174 
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Table 4.  Year 2035 Traffic Volumes 


  


Cross Street EBL EBT EBR WBL WBT WBR NBL NBT NBR SBL SBT SBR 


Pacific St 164 565 74 526 1142 352 48 1645 191 214 2112 154 
Poppleton Ave 0 0 0 6 0 10 0 1875 21 21 2691 0 


William St 0 0 0 8 0 8 0 1888 8 8 2689 0 
Pine St West 3 0 23 0 0 0 26 1893 0 0 2620 77 
Pine St East 0 0 0 11 0 13 0 1906 43 10 2633 0 
Shirley St / 
Hickory St 5 0 24 3 2 13 14 1932 13 8 2622 14 


Frances St 481 53 148 24 5 72 35 1406 18 87 2350 212 
Lakeside Hills Plz 253 0 298 0 0 0 153 1206 0 0 2372 150 


Gold St 0 0 0 16 0 16 0 1343 16 16 2654 0 
West Center Rd 267 1448 335 613 2395 457 296 635 264 421 1956 293 


Elm St 16 0 16 0 0 0 0 1179 0 0 2887 16 
Oak St / Oak Dr 177 37 317 47 40 109 288 893 45 111 2747 45 


Ontario St 8 0 35 2 0 2 21 1216 2 8 3085 18 
Zorinsky North 3 0 0 0 0 10 0 1226 2 5 3114 3 
Zorinsky South 53 0 68 0 0 8 31 1166 3 11 3043 60 


H Cir / 167th Ave 8 8 8 8 8 24 8 1168 8 80 3014 16 
Patterson Dr 148 0 51 0 0 0 50 1036 0 0 2717 314 


Rolling Ridge Rd 0 0 0 56 0 55 0 1031 32 121 2647 0 
Orchard Ave 34 0 100 10 0 13 125 1017 10 6 2593 105 


P St / Ehlers St 0 0 51 0 0 29 3 1123 39 0 2664 39 
Q St 158 1213 154 560 3098 294 306 713 158 711 1724 280 
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3.2 Vehicle Types 
TNM requires the traffic volumes to be split into five vehicles types, as shown in Table 5. 
 
Table 5.  TNM Vehicles Types 


TNM Type Axles Tires Dominant Noise Source 


Auto* 2 4 Tire/pavement contact 
Medium Truck 2 6 Engine 
Heavy Truck   >2 >6 Exhaust stack 


Bus 2 6 Engine 
Motorcycle 2 2 Engine 


* - includes cars, vans, SUVs, and pickup trucks 
 
Using the traffic count data and engineering judgment, the vehicle classifications were converted into 
percentages to apply to the turning movement volumes.  The vehicle type percentages used in the noise 
model are displayed in Table 6.   
 
Table 6.  Vehicle Type Percentages Used in TNM 


Type 
168th St Northbound 


& Southbound 


Pacific Street, West Center 


Road, and Q Street 
Other Side Streets 


Auto 98% 98% 100% 
Medium Truck 1% 1% 0% 
Heavy Truck 1% 1% 0% 


Bus 0% 0% 0% 
Motorcycle 0% 0% 0% 


 
Total truck volumes were inputted at 2% because 168th Street is not a designated truck route and does not 
have any major truck generators located along the primarily residential corridor. In addition, the 2% truck 
total during the peak commuter period is consistent with the heavy vehicles provided by the city in their 
base Synchro files.  


3.3 Land Uses 
Land uses were verified through aerial photography and multiple field visits.  The land uses adjacent to 
168th Street where the proposed project improvements would occur are mostly residential, with a few 
recreation and commercial locations.  The corresponding Activity Category was assigned to each receptor.    


3.4 Receptors 
Four-hundred one (401) receptors were identified for this project.  Fourteen are commercial receptors (five 
are undeveloped but permitted, six correspond to restaurants, one corresponds to an office building, and 
two correspond to retail areas1), five correspond to a church and childcare, and five are recreational 
receptors2.  The remaining three-hundred seventy-seven (377) receptors are residential, thirty-three (33) 
of which are part of a multi-family dwelling.   
 
In accordance with NDOR and FHWA guidelines, the receptors were situated in areas of frequent human 
use for all Activity Categories.  For residential homes and multi-family dwellings (Activity Category B), 
                                                 
1 According to 23 CFR 772, no noise analysis is required for Activity Category F, which includes retail facilities.  
2 Four of the five receptors for the Edward Zorinsky Recreation Area represent the Zorinsky Lake Trail.    
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this was typically in the side or back yard (e.g., balconies, decks, patios).  For commercial establishments 
(Activity Categories C and E), this as typically at the edge of the building near an entrance or other area 
of frequent human use, such as an outdoor seating area, playground, or other gathering area.  For Activity 
Category B, one receptor was used for each residence.  In the instance of a multi-family dwelling (e.g. 
apartment), one receptor was used for each dwelling unit with an outdoor area of frequent human use (e.g. 
patio, balcony), as well as any outdoor common use areas. Please refer to the NDOR Noise Policy for 
specific details on the number and placement of receptors for Activity Categories C and E.  The receptor 
ID’s were named based upon the subdivision in which they are located.  The subdivisions are displayed 
in Table 7.  Exhibit 1 through Exhibit 10 display the receptor locations. 
 
Table 7.  Subdivision Names 


Abbreviation Subdivision Name 


AA Armbrust Acres 
AR Autumn Ridge 
AV Armbrust Village 
AW Autumn Woods 
BP Broderson Place 
BS Bay Shores 
EA Elshire Acres 
HL The Heritage at Legacy 
LE Living Hope Evangelical Church & Our Precious Lambs Daycare 
LG The Shops of Legacy 
LH Lakeside Hills 
LS Lake Shore 
LV Legacy Villas 
LW Leawood Southwest 
LZ Lake Zorinsky 
MS Property Owner Initials 
PH Pacific Heights 
PP Prairie Pointe 
RC Property Owner Initials 
RG Rose Garden Estates 
SH South Shore Heights 
TP The Pointe 
TR The Reserve 


3.5 Study Area 
According to the NDOR Noise Policy, this project meets the definition of a Type I project because it 
includes the “physical alteration of an existing highway where there is ... the addition of a through traffic 
lane(s).”  Therefore, the limits of investigation for this study generally begin and end at the limits of 
construction of the proposed improvements.  Although the area between Oak Drive and just south of Gold 
Street is not included within the limits of construction (i.e. would not be widened), it is located between 
two segments of roadway that would be widened, and is therefore included in the limits of investigation. 
This determination is based on FHWA guidance that the proposed improvements would be expected to 
increase traffic on this segment of roadway, and thereby has the potential to increase noise even without 
widening the roadway.  
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The minimum distance to look for receptors is 300 feet from the edge of pavement (600 feet for Activity 
Category C), and if an impact is identified at 300 feet, the next closest receptors need to be analyzed until 
a distance where impacts no longer occur.  Therefore, receptors were placed at each “front-row” residence, 
business, or other noise-sensitive receptor along the entire project corridor, and also at several locations 
farther back from the road to identify possible “second-row” impacts.  If impacts were identified at these 
locations, additional receptors were added until no further impacts were identified.  


4.0 Noise Analysis Results 
The following sections identify impacted receptors and discuss noise abatement for the build alternative. 


4.1 Existing Noise Levels 


4.1.1 Modeled 2011 Noise Levels 
Existing noise levels were modeled in TNM using the existing roadway configuration and traffic volumes 
from 2011.  Based on the model, there are ninety-three (93) impacted receptors under existing conditions.  
The existing impacts are denoted in Table 9 with an asterisk (*) on the existing noise level. 


4.1.2 Measured 2014 Noise Levels 
In addition to modeling the existing noise levels, measurements were taken to validate predicted noise 
levels from TNM.  Noise meter readings were taken on April 8, 2014, at three locations along the 168th 
Street: 


1. Between Shirley and Frances Streets on the west side of 168th Street (see Exhibit 2) 
2. North of Patterson Drive on the west side of 168th Street (see Exhibit 8) 
3. North of Orchard Drive on the east side of 168th Street (see Exhibit 10) 


 
Two fifteen-minute noise measurements (30 minutes total) were conducted at each location with a Larson 
Davis Model 831 ANSI Type I noise meter.  The sound meter complies with ANSI requirements for 
precision sound level measurement.  Concurrently with the noise measurements, two 15-minute traffic 
counts for northbound and southbound 168th Street were conducted; the resulting 15-minute traffic counts 
were added to represent the half-hour values, and were then multiplied by a factor of 2 to represent one-
hour traffic volumes and one-hour noise levels.  The results are shown in Table 8. 
 
The purpose of the noise level measurements was to verify the accuracy the TNM and ensure the noise 
model is closely reproducing the sound environment.  The location of the measurement, existing roadway 
geometry, vehicle counts and estimated speeds were obtained and input into the noise model.  The 
measured noise readings were compared to the predicted sound levels produced from TNM.  The predicted 
noise levels from were within 3 dB(A) of the field measured noise levels, which validates the noise model. 
 
Table 8.  Measured Noise Levels    


Location Direction Cars 
Heavy 


Trucks 


Medium 


Trucks 


Distance 


from Noise 


Source (ft) 


Field 


Reading 


(dBA) 


TNM 


value 


(dBA) 


Difference 


Noise 
Meter 1 


NB 576 4 16 
43 71.2 69.4 1.8 


SB 698 2 14 
Noise 


Meter 2 
NB 454 0 8 


37 66.7 66.1 0.6 
SB 320 2 10 
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Location Direction Cars 
Heavy 


Trucks 


Medium 


Trucks 


Distance 


from Noise 


Source (ft) 


Field 


Reading 


(dBA) 


TNM 


value 


(dBA) 


Difference 


Noise 
Meter 3 


NB 330 4 2 
24 69.7 67.7 2.0 


SB 302 6 14 


4.2 Future Noise Levels 
The following Table 9 lists the modeled receptors, along with the following details:  
 


 Receptor ID 
 Land use activity category 
 Computed noise levels in hourly Leq(h) dBA for the existing system (2011 traffic) 


o Asterisk denotes existing impact 
 Computed noise levels in hourly Leq(h) dBA for future design year 2035 (build alternative) 
 Impact level (1 dBA less than the FHWA Noise Abatement Criteria)  
 Receptors that are impacted in the 2035 traffic conditions with the build alternative 
 Abatement area of the impacted receptor (where applicable) 


o Abatement areas are named based on the direction of traffic on 168th Street, either 
southbound (SB-on the west side) or northbound (NB-on the east side).  Serial numbers 
generally increase south-to-north for northbound abatement areas, and north-to-south for 
southbound abatement areas. 


 
The red, italicized receptors are the locations where the build alternative noise level is above the NAC.  
As stated in Section 2.5, a receptor is impacted if the predicted noise level is within 1 dBA of the NAC 
(e.g., 66 dBA for Activity Categories B and C, and 71 dBA for Activity Category E) or if the build noise 
levels increase 15 dBA or more over the existing noise levels.  One-hundred thirty-six (136) receptors are 
anticipated to have noise impacts resulting from the build alternative.  None of the noise impacts identified 
in this report are considered to be a “substantial increase” (i.e., ≥ 15dBA) over the existing noise levels.  
 
The receptors impacted by the build alternative were grouped together in abatement areas for abatement 
analysis.  The locations of the receptors and the abatement areas are illustrated on Exhibit 1 through 


Exhibit 10.   
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Table 9.  Noise Levels at Receptors 


Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


AA01 B 57 60 66 No - 
AA02 B 59 62 66 No - 
AA03 B 60 62 66 No - 
AA04 B 60 61 66 No - 
AA05 B 58 60 66 No - 
AA06 B 54 56 66 No - 
AA07 B 54 56 66 No - 
AA08 B 57 59 66 No - 
AA09 B 62 63 66 No - 
AA10 B 63 65 66 No - 
AA11 B 59 61 66 No - 
AA12 B 56 58 66 No - 
 AA13 B 55 57 66 No - 
 AA14 B 60 62 66 No - 
 AA15 B 63 67 66 Yes NB06(A) 
 AA16 B 63 68 66 Yes NB06(A) 
 AA17 B 59 62 66 No - 
 AA18 B 53 56 66 No - 
 AA19 B 52 53 66 No - 
AR02 B 68* 69 66 Yes SB09 
AR03 B 71* 72 66 Yes SB09 
AR04 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB09 
AR05 B 52 56 66 No - 
AR06 B 51 53 66 No - 
AR07 B 54 56 66 No - 
AV01 E 61 63 71 No - 
AV02 E 61 63 71 No - 
AW01 B 54 58 66 No - 
AW02 B 53 56 66 No - 
AW03 B 62 64 66 No SB09 
AW04 B 66* 70 66 Yes SB09 
AW05 B 63 65 66 No SB09 
AW06 B 53 56 66 No - 
BP01 B 50 54 66 No - 
BS01 B 52 52 66 No - 
BS02 B 57 57 66 No - 
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Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


BS03 B 59 61 66 No - 
BS04 B 58 61 66 No - 
BS05 B 55 57 66 No - 
BS06 B 54 54 66 No - 
BS07 B 54 55 66 No - 
BS08 B 56 57 66 No - 
BS09 B 55 58 66 No - 
BS10 B 55 58 66 No - 
BS11 B 50 52 66 No - 
BS12 B 51 53 66 No - 
BS13 B 50 52 66 No - 
BS14 B 50 50 66 No - 
BS15 B 48 48 66 No - 
BS16 B 56 57 66 No - 
BS17 B 67* 69 66 Yes NB04 
BS18 B 56 59 66 No NB04 
BS19 B 50 51 66 No - 
BS20 B 54 54 66 No NB04 
BS21 B 66* 66 66 Yes NB04 
BS22 B 63 65 66 No NB04 
BS23 B 49 52 66 No - 
BS24 B 57 57 66 No - 
BS25 B 58 62 66 No NB04 
BS26 B 44 46 66 No - 
BS27 B 47 48 66 No - 
BS28 B 47 49 66 No - 
BS29 B 45 47 66 No - 
BS30 B 51 54 66 No - 
BS31 B 56 62 66 No - 
BS32 B 56 62 66 No - 
BS33 B 67* 69 66 Yes  
EA01 B 62 68 66 Yes NB06 
EA02 B 53 58 66 No - 
EA03 B 58 62 66 No - 
EA04 B 48 56 66 No - 
EA05 B 51 55 66 No - 
HL01 B 60 62 66 No - 
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Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


HL02 B 62 64 66 No - 
HL03 B 62 64 66 No - 
HL04 B 66* 68 66 Yes SB11 
HL05 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL06 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL07 B 67* 68 66 Yes SB11 
HL08 B 67* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL09 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL10 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL11 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL12 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL13 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL14 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL15 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL16 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL17 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL18 B 67* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL19 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL20 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL21 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL22 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL23 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL24 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL25 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL26 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL27 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL28 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL29 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL30 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL31 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
HL32 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB11 
HL33 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB11 
LE01 B 56 62 66 No - 
LE02 C 54 60 66 No - 
LE03 C 52 56 66 No - 
LE04 C 46 49 66 No - 
LE05 C 57 62 66 No - 
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Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


LE06 C 52 56 66 No - 
LG01 E 61 63 71 No - 
LG02 F 67 69 - No - 
LG03 E 52 54 71 No - 
LH01 F 64 66 - No - 
LH02 E 67 70 71 No - 
LH031 E 67 71 71 No - 
LH041 E 67 70 71 No - 
LH051 E 65 70 71 No - 
LH061 E 65 70 71 No - 
LH071 E 61 64 71 No - 
LH09 E 62 64 71 No - 
LH08 E 62 66 71 No - 
LS01 B 66* 70 66 Yes SB09 
LS02 B 59 60 66 No - 
LS03 B 53 57 66 No - 
LS04 B 53 57 66 No - 
LS05 B 50 53 66 No - 
LS06 B 66* 70 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS07 B 60 65 66 No - 
LS08 B 55 59 66 No - 
LS09 B 53 56 66 No - 
LS10 B 50 53 66 No - 
LS11 B 54 56 66 No - 
LS12 B 54 57 66 No - 
LS13 B 63 67 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS14 B 67* 71 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS15 B 67* 70 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS16 B 62 65 66 No - 
LS17 B 57 60 66 No - 
LS18 B 53 55 66 No - 
LS19 B 52 54 66 No - 
LS20 B 52 54 66 No - 
LS21 B 55 57 66 No - 
LS22 B 61 63 66 No - 
LS23 B 64 66 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS24 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
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Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


LS25 B 63 66 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS26 B 57 60 66 No - 
LS27 B 54 58 66 No - 
LS28 B 51 52 66 No - 
LS29 B 53 55 66 No - 
LS30 B 58 60 66 No - 
LS31 B 60 62 66 No SB07/SB08 
LS32 B 63 65 66 No SB07/SB08 
LS33 B 63 65 66 No SB07/SB08 
LS34 B 58 61 66 No - 
LS35 B 54 58 66 No - 
LS36 B 52 56 66 No - 
LS37 B 51 54 66 No - 
LS38 B 53 56 66 No - 
LS39 B 57 60 66 No - 
LS40 B 62 65 66 No SB07/SB08 
LS41 B 62 65 66 No SB07/SB08 
LS42 B 61 64 66 No SB07/SB08 
LS43 B 56 58 66 No - 
LS44 B 53 55 66 No - 
LS45 B 51 53 66 No - 
LS46 B 54 56 66 No - 
LS47 B 55 58 66 No - 
LS48 B 62 64 66 No SB07/SB08 
LS49 B 66* 67 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS50 B 64 66 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS51 B 64 66 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS52 B 63 65 66 No SB07/SB08 
LS53 B 64 66 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS54 B 68* 71 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS55 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS56 B 65 68 66 Yes SB07/SB08 
LS57 B 51 53 66 No - 
LS58 B 54 57 66 No - 
LS59 B 55 58 66 No - 
LS60 B 50 53 66 No - 
LS61 B 53 55 66 No - 
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Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


LS62 B 54 56 66 No - 
LS63 B 65 70 66 Yes SB06 
LS64 B 65 70 66 Yes SB06 
LS65 B 61 65 66 No SB06 
LS66 B 70* 73 66 Yes SB06 
LS67 B 69* 72 66 Yes SB06 
LS68 B 65 67 66 Yes SB06 
LS69 B 56 61 66 No - 
LS70 B 51 55 66 No - 
LS71 B 50 53 66 No - 
LS72 B 56 59 66 No - 
LV01 B 54 58 66 No - 
LV02 B 56 59 66 No - 
LV03 B  65 70 66 Yes SB03 
LV04 B 69* 71 66 Yes SB03 
LV05 B 63 66 66 Yes SB03 
LV06 B 64 67 66 Yes SB03 
LV07 B 68* 70 66 Yes SB03 
LV08 B 66* 69 66 Yes SB03 
LV09 B 53 55 66 No - 
LV10 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB03 
LV11 B 61 63 66 No SB03 
LV12 B 64 66 66 Yes SB03 
LV13 B 61 63 66 No - 
LV14 B 50 53 66 No - 
LW01 B 69* 71 66 Yes NB07 
LW02 B 68* 71 66 Yes NB07 
LW03 B 57 60 66 No - 
LW04 B 64 66 66 Yes NB08 
LW05 B 67* 69 66 Yes NB08 
LW06 B 65 67 66 Yes NB08 
LW07 B 67* 69 66 Yes NB08 
LW08 B 66* 70 66 Yes NB08 
LW09 B 58 61 66 No - 
LW10 B 55 58 66 No - 
LW11 B 54 57 66 No - 
LW12 B 54 57 66 No - 
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Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


LW13 B 53 55 66 No - 
LW14 B 53 55 66 No - 
LW15 B 53 55 66 No - 
LW16 B 51 54 66 No - 
LW17 B 54 57 66 No - 
LW18 B 55 58 66 No - 
LW19 B 54 56 66 No - 
LW20 B 55 58 66 No - 
LW21 B 52 54 66 No - 
LW22 B 50 51 66 No - 
LW23 B 50 52 66 No - 
LW24 B 52 54 66 No - 
LW25 B 56 57 66 No - 
LW26 B 65 67 66 Yes NB09 
LW27 B 67* 70 66 Yes NB09 
LW28 B 68* 70 66 Yes NB09 
LW29 B 62 62 66 No - 
LW30 B 57 57 66 No - 
LW31 B 52 54 66 No - 
LW32 B 49 51 66 No - 
LW33 B 53 56 66 No - 
LW34 B 54 55 66 No - 
LW35 B 63 65 66 No NB09 
LW36 B 69* 71 66 Yes NB09 
LW37 B 69* 71 66 Yes NB09 
LW38 B 63 65 66 No NB09 
LW39 B 56 56 66 No - 
LW40 B 54 58 66 No - 
LW41 B 49 52 66 No - 
LW42 B 50 54 66 No - 
LW43 B 52 56 66 No - 
LW44 B 58 58 66 No - 
LW45 B 55 60 66 No - 
LW46 B 65 66 66 Yes NB09 
LW47 B 58 62 66 No - 
LW48 B 56 60 66 No - 
LW49 B 56 60 66 No - 
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Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


LW50 B 67* 69 66 Yes NB10 
LW51 B 68* 70 66 Yes NB10 
LW52 B 68* 71 66 Yes NB10 
LW53 B 69* 72 66 Yes NB10 
LW54 B 68* 72 66 Yes NB10 
LW55 B 55 58 66 No - 
LW56 B 53 56 66 No - 
LW57 B 48 51 66 No - 
LW58 B 50 53 66 No - 
LW59 B 52 54 66 No - 
LW60 B 49 52 66 No - 
LW61 B 49 52 66 No - 
LW62 B 47 49 66 No - 
LW63 B 48 51 66 No - 
LW64 B 50 52 66 No - 
LW65 B 69* 71 66 Yes NB07 
LW66 B 69* 71 66 Yes NB07 
LW67 B 69* 71 66 Yes NB07 
LW68 B 67* 69 66 Yes - 
LW69 B 65 67 66 Yes - 
LW70 B 59 62 66 No - 
LW71 B 56 58 66 No - 
LZ01 C 29 37 66 No - 
LZ02 C 64 76 66 Yes - 
LZ03 C 73* 74 66 Yes - 
LZ04 C 74* 76 66 Yes - 
LZ05 C 73* 74 66 Yes - 
MS01 B 58 61 66 No - 
PH01 B 68* 72 66 Yes NB10 
PH02 B 65 70 66 Yes NB10 
PH03 B 59 63 66 No - 
PH04 B 55 60 66 No - 
PH05 B 53 56 66 No - 
PH06 B 63 68 66 Yes NB10 
PH07 B 66* 71 66 Yes NB10 
PH08 B 65 72 66 Yes NB10 
PH09 B 63 68 66 Yes NB10 
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Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


PH10 B 53 57 66 No - 
PH11 B 50 56 66 No - 
PH12 B 53 56 66 No - 
PH13 B 57 62 66 No - 
PH14 B 49 53 66 No - 
PH15 B 68* 70 66 Yes NB11 
PH16 B 64 67 66 Yes NB11 
PH17 B 58 63 66 No - 
PH18 B 59 63 66 No - 
PH19 B 69* 72 66 Yes NB12 
PH20 B 69* 71 66 Yes NB12 
PH21 B 68* 70 66 Yes NB12 
PH22 B 68* 71 66 Yes NB12 
PH23 B 69* 72 66 Yes NB12 
PH24 B 68* 71 66 Yes NB12 
PH25 B 68* 70 66 Yes NB12 
PH26 B 68* 71 66 Yes NB12 
PH27 B 56 60 66 No - 
PH28 B 53 57 66 No - 
PH29 B 55 59 66 No - 
PH30 B 54 58 66 No - 
PH31 B 54 57 66 No - 
PH32 B 54 57 66 No - 
PH33 B 52 55 66 No - 
PH34 B 52 55 66 No - 
PH35 B 51 57 66 No - 
PH36 B 49 54 66 No - 
PH37 B 70* 72 66 Yes NB13 
PH38 B 58 61 66 No - 
PH39 B 58 61 66 No - 
PH40 B 53 57 66 No - 
PH41 B 63 66 66 Yes NB13 
PH42 B 55 58 66 No - 
PH43 B 58 61 66 No - 
PH44 B 53 57 66 No - 
PP03 B 64 66 66 Yes NB01 
PP04 B 64 66 66 Yes NB01 
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Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


PP05 B 63 65 66 No NB01 
PP06 B 63 64 66 No NB01 
PP07 B 63 64 66 No NB01 
PP08 B 63 65 66 No NB01 
PP09 B 65 67 66 Yes NB01 
PP10 B 65 68 66 Yes NB01 
PP11 B 64 64 66 No NB01 
PP12 B 65 68 66 Yes NB01 
PP13 B 65 69 66 Yes NB01 
PP14 B 67* 69 66 Yes NB01 
PP15 B 58 61 66 No - 
PP16 B 54 59 66 No - 
PP17 B 51 54 66 No - 
PP19 B 51 53 66 No - 
PP20 B 50 51 66 No - 
PP21 B 50 52 66 No - 
PP22 B 49 50 66 No - 
RC01 B 55 58 66 No - 
RG01 B 55 62 66 No - 
RG02 B 61 66 66 Yes SB02 
RG03 B 67* 69 66 Yes SB02 
RG04 B 69* 71 66 Yes SB02 
RG05 B 65 70 66 Yes SB02 
RG06 B 68* 71 66 Yes SB02 
RG07 B 51 55 66 No - 
RG08 B 52 55 66 No - 
RG09 B 51 54 66 No - 
RG10 B 63 65 66 No - 
RG11 B 60 63 66 No - 
RG12 B 60 63 66 No - 
RG13 B 58 61 66 No - 
RG14 B 57 60 66 No - 
RG15 B 62 64 66 No - 
RG16 B 64 66 66 Yes SB01 
SH01 B 52 53 66 No - 
SH02 B 49 51 66 No - 
SH03 B 53 55 66 No - 
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Receptor 


ID 


Land Use 


Activity 


Category 


TNM 


2011 Existing 


Noise Level 


(dBA) 


TNM 


2035 Build  


Noise Level  


(dBA) 


Impact 


Level 


(dBA) 


2035 


Build  


Impacted 


Abatement 


Area 


SH04 B 58 59 66 No - 
SH05 B 67* 70 66 Yes NB02 
SH06 B 68* 70 66 Yes NB02 
SH07 B 64 66 66 Yes NB02 
SH08 B 66* 68 66 Yes NB03 
SH09 B 60 63 66 No - 
SH10 B 60 62 66 No - 
SH11 B 52 54 66 No - 
SH12 B 51 53 66 No - 
SH13 B 46 49 66 No - 
SH14 B 50 52 66 No - 
SH15 B 59 60 66 No - 
SH16 B 62 63 66 No - 
SH17 B 61 62 66 No - 
SH18 B 58 59 66 No - 
SH19 B 53 53 66 No - 
SH20 B 49 50 66 No - 
SH21 B 50 52 66 No - 
SH22 B 51 53 66 No - 
SH23 B 46 47 66 No - 
TP01 B 63 66 66 Yes SB06 
TP02 B 63 67 66 Yes SB06 
TP03 B 58 63 66 No SB06 
TP04 B 66* 69 66 Yes SB05 
TP05 B 60 65 66 No - 
TR01 B 53 60 66 No - 
TR02 B 65 68 66 Yes SB04 
TR03 B 68* 71 66 Yes SB04 
TR04 B 56 60 66 No - 
TR05 B 62 65 66 No - 
TR06 B 56 61 66 No - 
TR07 B 57 61 66 No - 


* – Existing Noise Impact 
1 – Undeveloped commercial properties planned for development 
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Exhibit 1. Receptor Locations: Poppleton Ave to Pine St (west leg)
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Exhibit 2. Receptor Locations: Pine St (west leg) to Frances St
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Exhibit 3. Receptor Locations: Frances St to Gold St
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Exhibit 4. Receptor Locations: Gold St to Elm St
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Exhibit 5. Receptor Locations: Elm St to Ontario St
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Exhibit 6. Receptor Locations: Ontario St to Zorinsky Lake North Access Rd
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Exhibit 7. Receptor Locations: Zorinsky Lake North Access Rd to Zorinsky Lake South Access Rd
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Exhibit 8. Receptor Locations: Zorinsky Lake South Access Rd to Patterson Dr
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Exhibit 9. Receptor Locations: Patterson Dr to Orchard Ave
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Exhibit 10. Receptor Locations: Orchard Ave to P St/Ehlers St
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4.2 Noise Abatement Measures 
In accordance with the NDOR noise policy, noise abatement measures must be considered for each of the 
impacted receptors.  When considering abatement measures, judgments are made in each area, weighing 
the costs and effects of each abatement measure against the amount of benefit.  Even if a noise abatement 
measure is feasible, it might not be reasonable.  The following sections discuss various noise abatement 
methods and requirements.   
 
Feasibility 
The feasibility requirements of noise abatement measures are detailed in Section VII of the NDOR noise 
policy.  The noise abatement measure must provide at least a 5 dBA reduction for 60% of front-row 
impacted receptors.  Engineering and site factors must also be considered, including safety, topography, 
barrier height, and maintenance. 
 
Reasonableness 
The reasonableness requirements are also discussed in the NDOR noise policy in Section VII.  All three 
factors must be met for a noise abatement measure to be considered reasonable.   
 


1. Noise reduction design goal of 7 dBA 
A minimum of 40% of benefitted front-row receptors directly behind the noise wall (noise wall 
must extend entirely across benefitted receptor’s property line) must receive a 7 dBA noise 
reduction. 
 


2. Cost-effectiveness 
Noise abatement must be cost effective. NDOR defines cost effectiveness as dollars per benefited 
receiver. Based on construction price estimates for 2010, NDOR will use $44/ft2 (re-evaluated 
every 5 years) for barrier costs. If the cost per benefited receiver is greater than $40,000, the site 
will be considered not reasonable. The cost of utility relocation, drainage control, and ROW 
acquisition will be factored into the cost effectiveness of noise abatement. Aesthetic treatment is 
not factored into cost. 
 


3. Viewpoints of property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors 
Viewpoints of benefitted property owners and residents must be solicited regarding noise impacts 
and incorporation of abatement measures, if it is determined that it would be feasible and 
reasonable to provide noise abatement for a site.  Noise abatement would be provided only if at 
least 75% of the points from returned votes are in favor of the proposed noise barrier. Please see 
the noise policy for the description of the public outreach and voting process. 


 


4.2.1 Traffic Management Measures 
This measure would utilize traffic control devices to mitigate traffic noise levels.  Some of these measures 
may include prohibiting certain types of vehicles, restricting time-use for certain types of vehicles, and 
modifying the speed limit.  However, these measures are not reasonable for this project because 168th 
Street is an arterial roadway facility, and the purpose of an arterial roadway is to move traffic, including 
trucks, through the area. 
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4.2.2 Alteration of Horizontal and Vertical Alignment 
In some instances, it may be possible to relocate a roadway either horizontally or vertically to reduce 
traffic noise impacts where the receptors are typically on one side of the roadway, or where the elevation 
is relatively constant.  Shifting of the centerline horizontally away from the receptors may reduce noise 
levels since sound intensity decreases with distance.   
 
For this project, the local topography is highly variable, so a major alteration of the vertical alignment is 
not practical.  Additionally, 168th Street is being widened on both sides of the roadway and lanes are being 
added within the existing right-of-way (ROW); therefore a major horizontal shift of the centerline is not 
feasible for this project. 


4.2.3 Buffer Zones 
The purpose of a buffer zone is to provide enough distance between the noise source and any future 
developments in order to minimize future noise impacts.  Buying substantial right-of-way in undeveloped 
areas adds that extra distance to allow for more noise reduction.   
 
For the most part, the impacted areas within this project area are already developed.  Buffer zone options 
would not be feasible in the developed areas.   


4.2.4 Noise Barriers  
Noise barriers are considered as a possible means of noise abatement in areas where the traffic is creating 
a noise impact.  A noise barrier must be continuous and have substantial length and height to be effective.  
Noise abatement using barriers must be feasible and reasonable, based on the several factors listed above. 


Earth Berm 
An earth berm can be incorporated into a project to help minimize traffic noise levels.  The earth 
berm can be placed between the impacted receptors and the roadway in areas where a structural 
noise barrier would not be a reasonable option.  This type of abatement measure is not only 
effective for reducing noise levels but can be aesthetically pleasing as well.   


 
To be effective, construction of this type of abatement measure requires a wide area.  Due to the 
significant area needed and the limited amount of right-of-way, this measure would not be feasible 
for this particular project.  


Noise Wall 
Noise walls can be placed between impacted receptors and roadways in areas where there is limited 
space.  A noise wall must be continuous and have substantial length and height to be effective.  


 
Noise walls can be costly to construct.  As a result, several adjacent receivers in a row are typically 
needed to meet the reasonableness criteria. 


 
Section 4.3 discusses the areas that were considered for noise barrier abatement.  


4.2.5 Noise Wall Location Considerations 
After identifying impacted receptors, the next step is determining where to place noise walls for analysis 
of effectiveness.  Placement of a noise wall is just one component within an urban corridor.  Other key 
factors include proper lane configuration, medians, sidewalks, street lighting, and landscaping.  
Furthermore, a noise wall needs to be located a safe distance from the roadway.  This distance is defined 
as the clear zone and is dependent on several factors such as: roadway speeds, traffic volume, and terrain 
beyond the traveled way.  Figure 2 depicts a typical wall location.  
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Figure 2.  Typical Section - Noise Wall along a 4-Lane Divided Roadway 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


On City of Omaha arterial projects like 168th Street, with multiple lots backing up to the street, it is 
desirable to place a noise wall with the back of the wall on the right-of-way line.  This allows for the wall 
to act as a clear barrier between the public right-of-way and the private lots.  If a wall is placed inside of 
the right-of-way boundary, maintenance and access to this strip of land behind the noise wall would be 
extremely challenging for the City.  This would encourage property owners to encroach on the right-of-
way.  Also, by placing the noise wall on the right-of-way line, it allows the City expandability options for 
future turn lanes or sidewalk modifications. 


Easements 
When buying right-of-way, it is important to consider the easements required to both construct and 
maintain the wall, or any other elements associated with the wall (e.g., concrete ditch lining).  The 
City needs to be able to adequately access and maintain this system after completion of the project.  
This area behind the noise wall required for access and maintenance will be purchased as a 
permanent easement. 


 


Additionally, temporary easements will be required to construct the wall.  This includes drilling 
shafts for the pilaster footings, pouring the concrete for footings, setting the pilasters into place, 
hoisting the wall panels into position between pilasters, constructing any drainage collection 
systems, and all seeding and erosion control work behind the wall.  At times, these operations 
become complex and require additional equipment and/or temporary supports. 


 


Taking these factors into consideration, it becomes clear that some additional easements should be 
expected for the construction of a noise wall.  The City Right-of-Way Department recommends 
buying roughly 15 feet of easement behind the back of the noise wall, ten feet of which would be 
temporary easement for construction and five feet of which would be permanent easement, as 
shown in Figure 3.  Please note, although construction of the proposed noise walls may require 
easement purchases, the cost effectiveness requirements of the noise walls were evaluated solely 
with NDOR’s unit price of $44 per square feet of wall, unless otherwise noted. 
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Figure 3.  Typical Noise Wall Construction Easement 


 


Damages 
Some of the additional work caused by noise wall construction on the project includes fence 
removal, masonry column removal, tree removal, and sprinkler modification.  While the contractor 
is paid to remove these items within the contract, the Right-of-Way Department also incurs 
additional expense to compensate the lot owners for loss of property.  Please note, although 
construction of the proposed noise walls may incur damages, the cost effectiveness requirements 
of the noise walls were evaluated solely with NDOR’s unit price of $44 per square feet of wall, 
unless otherwise noted. 


Utilities 
Additional utility conflicts will be caused by the placement of noise walls.  Wall construction will 
conflict with multiple utilities in existing backyard utility easements that utility companies have 
along the fence lines.  The large drilled shafts may conflict with underground facilities in the 
vicinity of the fence, while poles for overhead facilities may need to be relocated off the fence line.  
Please note, although construction of the proposed noise walls may impact utilities, the cost 
effectiveness requirements of the noise walls were evaluated solely with NDOR’s unit price of $44 
per square feet of wall, unless otherwise noted. 


Drainage 
The placement of noise walls can also cause additional drainage control to become necessary.  
When private lots are draining into the right-of-way, a supplemental drainage system is required 
to collect the runoff from the base of the noise wall and transfer it into the storm sewer system. 


 


For retaining walls on this project, a two-foot wide concrete swale with spaced drains and piping 
has been proposed to alleviate the same drainage issue along retaining walls.  This same system 
will be assumed for the proposed noise walls.  Please note, although construction of the proposed 
noise walls may require additional drainage control, the cost effectiveness requirements of the 
noise walls were evaluated solely with NDOR’s unit price of $44 per square feet of wall. 
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 Retaining Walls 
Retaining walls and noise walls may be needed/proposed at the same location, and in such event, 
the noise wall would be co-located with the retaining wall.  Where a retaining wall and noise wall 
are proposed at the same location, a combination wall would be constructed to function as both a 
retaining wall and a noise wall.  Co-locating a noise wall with a retaining wall may increase the 
costs of the noise wall (i.e. the noise wall would need to function as a retaining wall and may need 
to have additional footings or additional height).  In some cases, existing retaining walls would 
need to be removed and/or replaced to allow a noise walls to be built, resulting in additional costs 
for the proposed walls. In some cases, however, existing retaining walls are already planned to be 
removed or replaced as part of the proposed action; therefore, the cost for these walls would not 
factored into the cost of the noise walls.  Please note, although constructing the proposed noise 
walls to function as retaining walls may require additional costs, the cost effectiveness 
requirements of the noise walls were evaluated solely with NDOR’s unit price of $44 per square 
feet of wall, unless otherwise noted. 


4.3 Abatement Areas 
Twenty-three (23) abatement areas were evaluated for feasibility and reasonableness.  Fourteen abatement 
areas are along the northbound traffic lanes of 168th Street (on the east side of the roadway) and nine are 
along the southbound lanes (on the west side). The following sections detail the locations, and feasibility 
and reasonableness checks of each abatement area.   


Regarding engineering feasibility, in addition to the requirements named by NDOR, the noise walls should 
not encroach upon the sight distance “triangles” for drivers entering or exiting the roadway from side 
streets.  These sight distance impacts will be assessed and any modifications will be made as part of final 
design.  Typical modifications to noise walls to accommodate sight triangles include shortening the length 
or height of a wall, and adding a “wing” to the wall to maintain the noise reduction benefits.  These minor 
modifications typically do not affect the overall feasibility or reasonableness of an individual wall; 
however, adding a wing could result in additional property impacts.  If this modification is found to be 
necessary on any wall during final design, coordination with NDOR would occur to assess additional 
impacts.  


Where appropriate, specific design considerations for potential noise abatement areas are described in 
each of the following sections.  These design considerations explain specific constraints that were 
encountered, or accommodations that would need to be made to effectively construct a noise wall for that 
abatement area.  It should also be noted that numerous potential wall locations and designs were 
considered for each abatement area.  Wherever possible, the proposed walls were designed to provide the 
minimum required noise abatement to the maximum number of homes while still being considered 
feasible and reasonable. 


Concerning the cost effectiveness reasonableness requirements for all abatement areas, the costs of the 
walls in this report are based solely on the NDOR unit cost of $44 per square foot of wall. 


Finally, the viewpoints of property owners and residents benefitted by walls has been determined.  Those 
walls that were determined to be feasible and preliminarily reasonable were voted upon by the benefitted 
property owners and residents.  Voting ballots were sent out to benefitted owners and residents in October 
and December of 2014 (abatement areas NB01, NB02, NB08, NB09, NB10, NB13, SB07/08, and SB09), 
and in August and September of 2016 (abatement areas NB07 and SB11).  Public meetings were also held 
to provide information to those benefitted by these noise walls on November 18, 2014 and September 15, 
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2016 respectively.  Voting ballots were also accepted at the noise meetings.   The results of the voting for 
each abatement area are included below, where applicable.   
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Abatement Area NB01 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St from Ehlers St to Orchard Ave 
 
Receptors PP03, PP04, PP09, PP10, PP12, PP13, and PP14 (7 homes), shown below in Figure 4, are 
anticipated to have a noise impact in the future year 2035 build conditions.  A noise wall was evaluated at 
this location to abate the impacts.  The proposed wall is 870 feet long and 6-12 feet tall, shown in Exhibit 


11.   
 


Feasibility 


A.  A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front-row 
impacted receptors (7 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 


 
B.  A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 


designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 


1.  The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 5 out of the 12 benefitted 
front-row receptors, which corresponds to 42%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2.  The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $328,074, or $27,340 per benefitted receptor (12 


total).  Therefore, the wall satisfies the cost effectiveness requirements. 
 
3.  The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors have been 


determined. Nine out of thirteen voters responded (69%), with 89% of the voters in favor of the 
noise wall (one voter was opposed to the wall). Therefore, the wall satisfies the viewpoints 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  Also, a preliminary determination 
has been made that noise abatement would be reasonable. 
 
Design Considerations 
There is an existing segmental block retaining wall along the ROW line for receptors PP03-PP06.  This 
wall was constructed as part of the previous widening project for Q Street that included a portion of 168th 
Street.  This wall was not originally proposed to be removed as part of this project.  However, to construct 
a noise wall in this location, the retaining wall would need to be removed and replaced with a combination 
retaining/noise wall.  The total costs associated with removing and replacing this wall are expected to be 
minimal, and would not greatly increase the cost per benefitted receptor.  Therefore, NB01 would remain 
feasible and reasonable.  
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Figure 4.  Abatement Area NB01 
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Abatement Area NB02 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, south of Rolling Ridge Rd 
 
Receptors SH05, SH06, and SH07 (3 homes), shown below in Figure 5, are anticipated to have a noise 
impact in the future year 2035 build conditions.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the 
projected impacts.  The proposed wall is 365 feet long and varies in height from 6 feet to 8 feet, as shown 
in Exhibit 12.  The proposed wall follows the existing fenceline along the back of SH07 to avoid impacts 
to the large, brick neighborhood monument on the southeast corner of 168th Street & Rolling Ridge Road 
 


Feasibility 


A.  A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front-row 
impacted receptors (3 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 


 
B.  A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 


designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 


1.  The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 2 out of the 3 benefitted 
front-row receptors, which corresponds to 67%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2.  The cost of the proposed wall is $112,690, or $37,563 per benefitted receptor (3 total).  Therefore, 


the wall satisfies the cost effectiveness requirements. 
 
3.  The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors have been 


determined. Three out of three voters responded (100%), with 100% of the voters in favor of the 
noise wall. Therefore, the wall satisfies the viewpoints requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  Also, a preliminary determination 
has been made that noise abatement would be reasonable. 
 
Figure 5.  Abatement Area NB02 
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Abatement Area NB03 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, north of Rolling Ridge Rd 
 


Receptor SH08 (1 home), shown below in Figure 6, is anticipated to have a noise impact in the future 
year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected impacts.  
The proposed wall would have been 163 feet long, varying in height from 20 feet to 30 feet.   
 


Feasibility 
A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 


impacted receptors (1 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to the one benefitted front 


row receptor.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is satisfied. 
 


2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $173,466, or $173,466 per benefitted receptor (1 
total).  With only one potentially benefitted receptor, the cost per benefitted receptor is equal to 
the cost of the wall.  Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.  In 
addition, the other receptors adjacent to the noise wall do not receive a benefit, and would 
therefore not be able to vote on the proposed noise wall. 


 
3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 


considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 
Figure 6.  Abatement Area NB03 
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Abatement Area NB04 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, south of 167th Ave 
 


Receptors BS17 and BS21 (2 homes), shown below in Figure 7, are anticipated to have a noise impact 
in the future year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected 
impacts.  The proposed wall would have been 785 feet long, varying in height from 6 feet to 10 feet.   
 


Feasibility 
A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 


impacted receptors (2 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 2 out of the 5 benefitted 


front row receptors (BS17, BS18, BS21, BS22, and BS25) which corresponds to 40%.  
Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is satisfied. 


 
2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $264,120, or $52,824 per benefitted receptor (5 


total).  Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.  
 


3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 
considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 
Alternate Wall Designs 
Receptor BS20 is a non-impacted front row receiver which does not receive a benefit from this noise 
wall. This receiver is located approximately 220 feet from the roadway, and the property only has 
approximately 15 feet of frontage to the roadway. An additional noise wall was evaluated which would 
benefit BS20; however, benefitting BS20 only raises the cost per benefitted receiver, and the wall would 
still not be reasonable due to cost effectiveness. Additionally, receptor BS16 cannot be benefitted due to 
its location and orientation to the roadway (i.e., the wall cannot extend far enough south due to the 
driveway and orientation of the adjacent house to the south that faces the road). 
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Figure 7.  Abatement Area NB04 
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Abatement Area NB05 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, north of 167th Ave 
 


Receptor BS33 (1 home), shown below in Figure 8, is anticipated to have a noise impact in the future 
year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected impacts.  
The proposed wall would have been 171 feet long, varying in height from 12 feet to 16 feet.   
 


Feasibility 


A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 
impacted receptors (1 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to the one benefitted front 


row receptor.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is satisfied. 
 


2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $107,242, or $107,242 per benefitted receptor (1 
total).  With only one potentially benefitted receptor, the cost per benefitted receptor is equal to 
the cost of the wall.  Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.   In 
addition, there would have been additional ROW costs to construct a wall along the back of the 
one benefitted receptor, further increasing the cost of this wall.  


 
3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 


considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 
Figure 8.  Abatement Area NB05 


  


Proposed Noise Wall 
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Abatement Area NB06 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, south of Ontario Plz 
 


Receptor EA01 (1 home), shown below in Figure 9, is anticipated to have a noise impact in the future 
year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected impacts.  
The proposed wall would have been 300 feet long, varying in height from 8 feet to 10 feet.   
 


Feasibility 


A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 
impacted receptors (1 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 


1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to the one benefitted front 
row receptor.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is satisfied. 
 


2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $115,442, or $115,442 per benefitted receptor (1 
total).  With only one potentially benefitted receptor, the cost per benefitted receptor is equal to 
the cost of the wall.  Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.  In 
addition, there would have been additional ROW costs to construct a wall along the back of the 
one benefitted receptor, furthering increasing the cost of this wall.  
 


3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 
considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 
Figure 9.  Abatement Area NB06 
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Abatement Area NB06(A) 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, north of Oak St 
 


Receptors AA15 and AA16 (2 homes), shown below in Figure 10, are anticipated to have a noise 
impact in the future year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the 
projected impacts.  The proposed wall would have been 337 feet long, varying in height from 6 feet to 
13 feet.   
 


Feasibility 


A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 
impacted receptors (2 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 


1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to the 1 out of the 2 
benefitted front row receptors, which corresponds to 50%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design 
goal is satisfied. 
 


2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $156,472, or $78,236 per benefitted receptor (2 
total).  Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.  
 


3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 
considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 
Figure 10.  Abatement Area NB06(A) 
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Abatement Area NB07 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, south of Gold St 
 
Receptors LW01, LW02 and LW65 to LW69 (7 homes), shown below in Figure 11, are anticipated to 
have a noise impact in the future year 2035 build conditions.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location 
to abate the projected impacts.  The proposed wall is 462 feet long and varies in height from 6 feet to 8 
feet, as shown in Exhibit 13. 
 


Feasibility 


A.  A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front-row 
impacted receptors (5 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 


 
B.  A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 


designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 


1.  The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 2 out of the 5 benefitted 
front-row receptors, which corresponds to 40%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2.  The cost of the proposed wall is $146,879 or $29,376 per benefitted receptor (5 total).  Therefore, 


the wall satisfies the cost effectiveness requirements. 
 
3.  The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors have been 


determined.  Five out of six voters responded (83%), with 100% of the voters in favor of the noise 
wall. Therefore, the wall satisfies the viewpoints requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  Also, a preliminary determination 
has been made that noise abatement would be reasonable. 
 
Design Considerations 
LW68 and LW69 were determined to be impacted in the future year 2035 build conditions when 
modeled with both 168th Street and West Center Road traffic (LW68 – 68.9 dBA, LW69 – 67.2 dBA); 
however, it was determined that the primary sound levels affecting these two receptors, which are not 
front row along 168th Street, are generated from West Center Road traffic. This was demonstrated by 
running two different models – one model with only 168th Street traffic and another model with only 
West Center Road traffic.  When only 168th Street traffic is run in the model, these two receptors have 
lower sound levels than the “West Center Road Only Model,” and are not impacted (LW68 – 56.2 dBA, 
LW69 – 59.5dBA). When only West Center Road traffic is run in the model, these two receptors have 
higher sound levels than the “168th Street Only Model,” and are impacted (LW68 – 68.7 dBA, LW69 – 
66.6 dBA). Therefore, because the primary noise affecting these receptors is not generated by 168th 
Street, noise abatement was not analyzed and is not proposed for LW68 and LW69. 
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Figure 11.  Abatement Area NB07 
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Abatement Area NB08 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, north of Gold St 
 
Receptors LW04 to LW08 (5 homes), shown below in Figure 12, are anticipated to have a noise impact 
in the future year 2035 build conditions.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected 
impacts.  The proposed wall is 413 feet long and varies in height from 6 feet to 8 feet, as shown in Exhibit 


14.  
 
Feasibility 


A.  A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front-row 
impacted receptors (5 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 


 
B.  A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 


designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 


1.  The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 2 out of the 5 benefitted 
front-row receptors, which corresponds to 40%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2.  The cost of the proposed wall is $128,986 or $25,797 per benefitted receptor (5 total).  Therefore, 


the wall satisfies the cost effectiveness requirements. 
 
3.  The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors have been 


determined.  Four out of six voters responded (67%), with 100% of the voters in favor of the noise 
wall. Therefore, the wall satisfies the viewpoints requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  Also, a preliminary determination 
has been made that noise abatement would be reasonable. 
 
Figure 12.  Abatement Area NB08 
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Abatement Area NB09 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, south of Frances St 
 


Receptors LW26 to LW28, LW36, LW37, and LW46 (6 homes), shown below in Figure 13, are 
anticipated to have a noise impact in the future year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at 
this location to abate the projected impacts.  The proposed wall is 740 feet long and 6 feet high, as 
shown in Exhibit 15.   
 


Feasibility 
A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 83% (5 out of 6 total) 


of the front row impacted receptors, which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements.  Receptor 
LW26 cannot be benefitted due to its location and orientation to the roadway (i.e. the wall cannot 
extend far enough south due to the driveway and orientation of the house to the south that faces 
the road). 


 
B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 


designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 4 out of the 7 benefitted 


front row receptors, which corresponds to 57%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $195,452, or $27,922 per benefitted receptor (7 


total).  Therefore, the wall satisfies the cost effectiveness requirements.   
 


3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors have been 
considered. Eight out of eight voters responded (100%), with 100% of the voters in favor of the 
noise wall. Therefore, the wall satisfies the viewpoints requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  Also, a preliminary determination 
has been made that noise abatement would be reasonable.  
 
Figure 13.  Abatement Area NB09 
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Abatement Area NB10 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, from Frances St to Hickory St 
 
Receptors LW50 to LW54, PH01, PH02, and PH06 to PH09 (11 homes), shown below in Figure 14, are 
anticipated to have a noise impact in the future year 2035 build conditions.  A noise wall was evaluated at 
this location to abate the projected impacts.  The proposed wall is 862 feet long and varies in height from 
6 feet to 12 feet, as shown in Exhibit 16. 
 


Feasibility 


A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front-row 
impacted receptors (11 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements.   


 
B.  A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 


designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 


1.  The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 5 out of the 11 benefitted 
front-row receptors, which corresponds to 45%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2.  The cost of the proposed wall is $329,528 or $29,957 per benefitted receptor (11 total).  Therefore, 


the wall satisfies the cost effectiveness requirements. 
 
3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors have been 


determined.  Ten out of eleven voters responded (90%), with 100% of the voters in favor of the 
noise wall. Therefore, the wall satisfies the viewpoints requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  Also, a preliminary determination 
has been made that noise abatement would be reasonable. 
 
Figure 14.  Abatement Area NB10 
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Abatement Area NB11 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, south of Pine St (east leg) 
 
Receptors PH15 and PH16 (2 homes), shown below in Figure 15, are anticipated to have a noise impact 
in the future year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected 
impacts.  The proposed wall would have been 253 feet long, varying in height from 12 feet to 18 feet.   
 


Feasibility 


A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 
impacted receptors (1 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements.  Receptor PH16 is 
considered a second-row receptor. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 


1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to the one benefitted front 
row receptor.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is satisfied. 


 
2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $169,375, or $84,688 per benefitted receptor (2 total).  


Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.  Other options such as not 
meeting acoustic feasibility requirements for 100% of front row impacted receptors were not 
possible since there is only one potentially benefitted front-row receptor.   


 
3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 


considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 


Figure 15.  Abatement Area NB11 
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Abatement Area NB12 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, between Pine St (east leg) and William St 
 


Receptors PH19 to PH26 (8 homes), shown below in Figure 16, are anticipated to have a noise impact 
in the future year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected 
impacts.  The proposed wall would have been 645 feet long, varying in height from 10 feet to 14 feet.   
 


Feasibility 
A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 


impacted receptors (8 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 4 out of the 8 benefitted 


front row receptors, which corresponds to 50%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $360,129, or $45,016 per benefitted receptor (8 


total).  Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.   
 


3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 
considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 
Figure 16.  Abatement Area NB12 
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Abatement Area NB13 


Single-family residential along the east side of 168th St, from Poppleton Ave to William St 
 
Receptors PH37 and PH41 (2 homes), shown below in Figure 17, are anticipated to have a noise impact 
in the future year 2035 build conditions.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected 
impacts.  The proposed wall is 173 feet long and 6 feet tall, as shown in Exhibit 17. 


 


Feasibility 


A.  A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front-row 
impacted receptors (2 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 


 
B.  A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 


designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 


1.  The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 1 out of the 2 benefitted 
front-row receptors, which corresponds to 50%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2.  The cost of the proposed wall is $45,740 or $22,870 per benefitted receptor (2 total).  Therefore, 


the wall satisfies the cost effectiveness requirements. 
 
3.  The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors have been 


considered. Two out of two voters responded (100%), with 100% of the voters in favor of the noise 
wall.  Therefore, the wall satisfies the viewpoints requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  Also, a preliminary determination 
has been made that noise abatement would be reasonable. 
 
Design Considerations 
There is an existing retaining wall along the ROW line for receptors PH37 and PH41.  This wall was 
constructed as part of the previous widening project for Pacific Street that included a portion of 168th 
Street.  This retaining wall is a poured in place concrete wall, and is planned to be removed and replaced 
with a new gravity (i.e. large interlocking) block wall for the proposed project. If a noise wall is approved 
by the two benefited receptors, the noise wall would be constructed as a combined noise/retaining wall.  
Therefore, the costs for the retaining wall were not included in the costs to determine reasonableness. 
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Figure 17.  Abatement Area NB13 
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Abatement Area SB01 


Single-family residential along the west side of 168th St, north of Pine St (west leg) 
 


Receptor RG16 (1 home), shown below in Figure 18, is anticipated to have a noise impact in the future 
year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected impacts.  
The proposed wall would have been 197 feet long, varying in height from 16 to 18 feet high.   
 


Feasibility 
A.  A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to the one front row 


impacted receptor.  Therefore, the acoustic feasibility requirements are satisfied. 
 
B.  A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 


designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 


Reasonableness 


1. While a 16 to 18 foot high wall does provide a 5 dBA reduction, a 7 dBA reduction is not 
achievable at the maximum allowable height (i.e., 30 feet).  Therefore, the noise reduction design 
goal is not satisfied. 


 
2.  The cost of the proposed wall was not evaluated because the noise reduction goal is not met. 
 
3.  The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptor do not need to be 


considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the noise reduction 
design goal. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the noise 
reduction design goal. 
 
Alternate Wall Designs 
An additional noise wall was evaluated which would benefit receptor RG16, as well as the non-impacted 
receptors to the south (i.e., the receptors between RG16 and Pine Street). This proposed wall would have 
been 530 feet long and 30 feet tall. This wall could have met the acoustic feasibility requirements, as it 
would have provided a 5 dBA reduction to the one front row impacted receptor; however, it still would 
not have benefited the other non-impacted receivers at the maximum allowable height.  Additionally, 
this wall would not have met the reasonableness requirements, since it would not provide a 7 dBA 
reduction to the 1 benefitted front-row receptor at the maximum allowable height; nor would it satisfy 
the cost effectiveness requirement ($699,516 per benefitted receiver).  
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Figure 18.  Abatement Area SB01 
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Abatement Area SB02 
Single-family residential along the west side of 168th St, south of Pine St (west leg) 
 


Receptors RG02 to RG06 (5 homes), shown below in Figure 19, are anticipated to have a noise impact 
in the future year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected 
impacts.  The proposed wall would have been 392 feet long, varying in height from 10 feet to 14 feet.   
 


Feasibility 
A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 


impacted receptors (5 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 2 out of the 5 benefitted 


front row receptors, which corresponds to 40%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $319,465, or $63,893 per benefitted receptor (5 


total).  Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.  Other options 
were investigated, such as not meeting acoustic feasibility requirements for 100% of front row 
impacted receptors; however, by decreasing the number of potentially benefitted receptors, the 
cost per benefitted receptor increases. 


 
3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 


considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 
Figure 19.  Abatement Area SB02 
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Abatement Area SB03 


Single-family residential along the west side of 168th St, south of Oak Dr 
 


Receptors LV03 to LV10, and LV12 (9 homes), shown below in Figure 20, are anticipated to have a 
noise impact in the future year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate 
the projected impacts.  The proposed wall would have been 1,100 feet long, varying in height from 8 
feet to 24 feet.   
 


Feasibility 
A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 


impacted receptors (9 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 4 out of the 9 benefitted 


front row receptors, which corresponds to 44%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $575,548, or $63,950 per benefitted receptor (9 


total).  Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.   
 


3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 
considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 
Figure 20.  Abatement Area SB03 
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Abatement Area SB04 


Single-family residential along the west side of 168th St, south of Ontario St 
 


Receptors TR02 and TR03 (2 homes), shown below in Figure 21, are anticipated to have a noise impact 
in the future year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected 
impacts.  The proposed wall would have been 390 feet long, varying in height from 10 feet to 18 feet.   
 


Feasibility 
A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 


impacted receptors (2 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 1 out of the 2 benefitted 


front row receptors, which corresponds to 50%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 
 


2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $239,143, or $119,572 per benefitted receptor (2 
total).  Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements. In addition, there 
would have been additional ROW costs to construct a wall along the back side of one benefitted 
receptor, further increasing the cost of this wall.  


 
3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 


considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 
Figure 21.  Abatement Area SB04 
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Abatement Area SB05 


Single-family residential along the west side of 168th St, north of H Cir 
 


Receptor TP04 (1 home), shown below in Figure 22, is anticipated to have a noise impact in the future 
year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected impacts.  
The proposed wall would have been 209 feet long and 20 feet tall.   
 


Feasibility 


A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 
impacted receptors (1 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 


1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to the one benefitted front 
row receptor.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is satisfied 
 


2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $184,503, or $184,503 per benefitted receptor (1 
total).  With only one potentially benefitted receptor, the cost per benefitted receptor is equal to 
the cost of the wall.  Therefore, the wall does not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.  In 
addition, there would have been additional ROW costs to construct a wall along the back side of 
the one benefitted receptor, further increasing the cost of this wall.  
 


3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 
considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 
Figure 22.  Abatement Area SB05 
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Abatement Area SB06 


Single-family residential along the west side of 168th St, between H Cir and Patterson Dr 
 


Receptors LS63, LS64, LS66 to LS68, TP01, and TP02 (7 homes), shown below in Figure 23, are 
anticipated to have a noise impact in the future year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at 
this location to abate the projected impacts.  The proposed wall would have been 887 feet long, varying 
in height from 8 feet to 14 feet.   
 


Feasibility 
A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 


impacted receptors (6 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 3 out of the 6 benefitted 


front row receptors, which corresponds to 50%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $425,207, or $53,151 per benefitted receptor (8 


total, LS65 and LS68 are additional second-row benefitted receptors).  Therefore, the wall does 
not satisfy the cost effectiveness requirements.   


 
3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors do not need to be 


considered, because the proposed wall is not reasonable due to not meeting the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  However, a preliminary 
determination has been made that noise abatement would not be reasonable due to not meeting the cost 
effectiveness requirements. 
 


Figure 23.  Abatement Area SB06 
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Abatement Area SB07 and SB08 (Combined)3 


Single-family residential along the west side of 168th St, between Patterson Dr and Orchard Ave 
 
Receptors LS06, LS13 to LS15, LS23 to LS25, LS LS49 to LS51, and LS53 to LS56 (14 homes), shown 
below in Figure 24, are anticipated to have a noise impact in the future year 2035 build situation.  A 
noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected impacts.  The proposed wall is 2,016 feet 
long and varies in height from 6 feet to 12 feet, as shown in Exhibit 18.   
 


Feasibility 
A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front row 


impacted receptors (14 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. 
 


B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 10 out of the 23 benefitted 


front row receptors, which corresponds to 43%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $856,946, or $37,259 per benefitted receptor (23 


total).  Therefore, the wall satisfies the cost effectiveness requirements.   
 


3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors have been 
determined.  Twenty-two (22) out of twenty-seven (27) voters responded (81%), with 100% of 
the voters in favor of the noise wall. Therefore, the wall satisfies the viewpoints requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  Also, a preliminary determination 
has been made that noise abatement would be reasonable. 
 


Figure 24.  Abatement Area SB07 and SB08 (Combined) 


  
                                                 
3 Abatement Area SB07 and Abatement Area SB08 were originally evaluated as two separate abatement areas due to the stretch 
of non-impacted receptors between the two areas (i.e. LS31 to LS33, LS40 to LS42, and LS48); however, the City of Omaha 
was instructed by NDOR to combine them into one abatement area in order to have a continuous noise wall between Patterson 
Dr and Orchard Ave.  
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Abatement Area SB09 


Single-family residential along the west side of 168th St, from Orchard Ave to P Street 
 
Receptors AW04 and LS01 (2 homes), shown below in Figure 25, are anticipated to have a noise impact 
in the future year 2035 build conditions.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the projected 
impacts.  The proposed wall is 340 feet long and 6 feet high, as shown in Exhibit 19.  Additionally, 
Receptors AR02, AR03, and AR04 (3 homes) are also anticipated to have a noise impact in the future year 
2035 build conditions. These receptors are discussed further in the design considerations below. 
 


Feasibility 


A.  A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 100% of the front-row 
impacted receptors (2 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements.   
 
B.  A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 
designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of the 
clear zone. 
 
Reasonableness 


1.  The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 2 out of the 3 benefitted 
front-row receptors, which corresponds to 67%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 
 
2.  The cost of the proposed wall is $88,457 or $29,486 per benefitted receptor (3 total, AW05 should 
be benefitted because it is a front-row receptor).  Therefore, the wall satisfies the cost effectiveness 
requirements. 
 
3.  The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors have been 
determined. Two out of four voters responded (50%), with 100% of the voters in favor of the noise 
wall. Therefore, the wall satisfies the viewpoints requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  Also, a preliminary determination 
has been made that noise abatement would be reasonable. 
 
Design Considerations 
There is an existing gravity block retaining wall along the ROW line for receptors AR02, AR03, and 
AR04.  This wall was constructed as part of the previous widening project for Q Street that included a 
portion of 168th Street.  Two options were considered while analyzing noise abatement at these receptors.  
 
The first option consisted of removing and replacing the existing retaining wall with a combination 
retaining/noise wall. The total costs associated with removing the wall and replacing it with the 
pilaster/panel wall that would be required to facilitate the construction of the noise wall above the existing 
private lot ground elevation is approximately $103,500. The additional costs associated with removing 
and replacing the existing retaining wall would make the noise wall not reasonable since the total costs 
would exceed $40,000 per benefitted receptor 
 
The next option consisted of constructing a noise wall behind the existing retaining wall.  The City of 
Omaha determined the minimum setback for constructing a noise wall behind the existing retaining wall 
is eight feet from the existing retaining wall to the centerline of the noise wall. The NDOR Construction 
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Division was also consulted to determine the necessary setback that would provide a safe and practical 
location for potential noise wall construction.  The setback of the noise wall would require the acquisition 
of ROW from the three private lots, as well as an additional five feet of permanent easement behind the 
wall for maintenance. The total costs associated with permanent and temporary easements and ROW 
acquisitions, as well as severance damages to the impacted properties is approximately $183,000. The 
NDOR ROW division has reviewed the costs associated with acquiring the permanent and temporary 
easements and ROW at this location, and found the costs to be within the normal range of costs for these 
acquisitions. The additional costs associated with constructing a noise wall behind the existing retaining 
wall would also make the noise wall not reasonable since the costs would exceed $40,000 per benefitted 
receptor. 
 
Therefore, due to the costs associated with removing and replacing the existing retaining wall with a noise 
wall or constructing a noise wall behind the existing retaining wall, a noise wall which would still provide 
abatement to the impacted receptors north of the retaining wall was analyzed and chosen as the proposed 
noise abatement at this location. The determination of feasibleness and reasonableness above are based 
on this shorter wall design.  Without a wall for AR02-AR04 extending across the property of AW03, there 
is no need for benefitting AW03.  Furthermore, AW03 is not impact and does not require abatement. 
However, AW03 could not be benefitted without encroaching upon the existing retaining wall. 
 
Figure 25.  Abatement Area SB09 
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Abatement Area SB11 


Multi-family residential along the west side of 168th St, between Oak Dr and Elm Plz 
 
Receptors HL04 to HL33 (30 dwelling units), shown below in Figure 26, are anticipated to have a noise 
impact in the future year 2035 build situation.  A noise wall was evaluated at this location to abate the 
projected impacts.  The proposed wall is 432 feet long and varies in height from 11 feet to 17 feet, as 
shown in Exhibit 20.   
 


Feasibility 
A. A wall at this location would be expected to provide a 5 dBA reduction to 60% of the front row 


impacted receptors (18 out of 30 total), which satisfies acoustic feasibility requirements. See the 
Design Considerations below for more information.  


 
B. A wall at this location would meet the engineering feasibility requirements because it could be 


designed to fit the existing topography, be less than 30 feet high, and could be located outside of 
the clear zone. 


 
Reasonableness 
1. The proposed wall would be expected to provide a 7 dBA reduction to 8 out of the 18 benefitted 


front row receptors, which corresponds to 44%.  Therefore, the noise reduction design goal is 
satisfied. 


 
2. The cost of the proposed wall is estimated at $277,487, or $15,416 per benefitted receptor (18 


total).  Therefore, the wall satisfies the cost effectiveness requirements.   
 


3. The viewpoints of the property owners and residents of the benefitted receptors have been 
determined.  Three out of seven voters responded (43%), with 100% of the voters in favor of the 
noise wall. Therefore, the wall satisfies the viewpoints requirements. 


 
A noise wall at this location would feasibly provide noise abatement.  Also, a preliminary determination 
has been made that noise abatement would be reasonable. 
 
Design Considerations 


 The Heritage at Legacy has an existing landscaping feature located at the corner of 168th Street 
and Oak Drive. The proposed noise wall ends just north of this feature in order to avoid direct 
impacts and to avoid blocking it from sight. 


 There is an existing sidewalk extending from the Heritage at Legacy to the 168th Street sidewalk. 
Management from the Heritage at Legacy indicated that the Omaha Fire Department required this 
sidewalk to be built to provide access in the case of an emergency/be in compliance with fire codes. 
As such, the proposed noise wall was designed with a “gap” at the sidewalk location in order to 
maintain access.  


 There is an existing Lifetime Fitness brick sign located on the Heritage at Legacy property that 
would be blocked from view by the proposed noise wall. Management from the Heritage at Legacy 
indicated that there is an existing easement for this sign.  Prior to final design, the City would 
coordinate with Lifetime Fitness to address this issue. 


 Two electrical transformer boxes are generally located along the ROW at the proposed noise wall 
location, and would need to be relocated. 


 With the exception of HL04, all front row receptors located at ground level (lower level) are 
benefitted.  HL04 cannot be benefitted due to the inability to extend the noise wall further south 
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due to an existing landscaping feature (see the Design Considerations above for more information). 
In addition, the majority of the receptors on the second story (main level) are also benefitted.  
Several third story (upper level) are also benefitted; however, the majority of the upper level 
impacted receptors are not able to be benefitted due to their elevation.  The exception to this is at 
the north end of the noise wall, where four upper level receptors are benefitted. 


 


Figure 26.  Abatement Area SB11 
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Zorinsky Lake 


Recreational lands along the east and west sides of 168th Street, between Ontario St and H Cir 
 
Receptors LZ02, LZ03, LZ04, and LZ05 (Zorinsky Trail), shown below in Figure 27 are anticipated to 
have a noise impact in the future year 2035 build conditions; however, a noise wall was not evaluated at 
this location to abate the projected impacts due to the design considerations explained below.   
 
Design Considerations 
The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, owners of Edward Zorinsky Recreation Area and Zorinsky Lake (also 
known as Dam Site 18), have provided notification that they would not permit a noise wall to be 
constructed along the trail, as it would interfere with flood control at the dam site and negatively impact 
recreation and aesthetics. Therefore, a wall at this location was not analyzed because it was predetermined 
that it would not meet the reasonableness criteria of “viewpoints of the property owners and residents of 
the benefitted receptors.”  
 
Figure 27.  Zorinsky Lake 
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5.0 Construction Noise 
The evaluation and control of construction noise must be considered as well as the traffic noise.  The 
following sections discuss mitigation measures for construction noise. 


5.1 Design Considerations 
This includes measures in the plans and specifications to minimize or eliminate adverse impacts.  Because 
the existing noise sensitive receptors are located on both sides of the roadway, nothing can be done to 
minimize or eliminate construction noise through changes in design. 


5.2 Community Awareness 
It is important for people to be made aware of the possible inconvenience and to know its approximate 
duration so they can plan their activities accordingly.   


5.3 Source Control 
This involves reducing noise impacts from construction by controlling the noise emissions at their source.  
This can be accomplished by specifying proper muffler systems, either as a requirement in the plans and 
specifications on this project or through an established local noise ordinance requiring mufflers.  
Contractors generally maintain proper muffler systems on their equipment to ensure efficient operation 
and to minimize noise for the benefit of their own personnel as well as the adjacent receptors. 


5.4 Site Control 
Site control involves the specification of certain areas where extra precautions should be taken to minimize 
construction noise.  One way to reduce construction noise impact at sensitive receptors is to operate 
stationary equipment, such as air compressors or generators, as far away from the sensitive receptors as 
possible.  Another method might be placing a temporary noise barrier in front of the equipment.  As a 
general rule, good coordination between the project engineer, the contractor, and the affected receptors is 
less confusing, less likely to increase the cost of the project, and is a more personal approach to work out 
ways to minimize construction noise impacts in the more noise-sensitive areas.  No specific construction-
noise, site-control specifications will be included in the plans. 


5.5 Time and Activity Constraints 
Limiting work hours on a construction site can be beneficial during the hours of sleep or on Sundays and 
holidays.  However, most construction activities do not occur at night and usually not on Sundays.  
Exceptions due to weather, schedule, and a time-related phase of construction work could occur.  No 
specific constraints will be incorporated in the plans of this improvement.  Enforcement of these 
constraints could be handled through a general city or county ordinance, either listing the exceptions or 
granting them on a case-by-case basis. 


5.6 Detour Noise 
A detour route is anticipated for this project.  A full closure of 168th Street is planned for approximately 
three months between Frances Street and the east leg of Pine Street.  Alternate routes would be available 
during this closure, as well as throughout the duration of the project for those wishing to avoid 168th Street 
during construction.  Alternate routes would use 156th Street, 180th Street, Q Street, West Center Road, 
and Pacific Street.  For the remainder of the project, traffic will be shifted between lanes, according to 
what is being constructed at the time.  During construction, there will be two lanes of traffic open on 168th 
Street: one lane open in each direction.  This study does not address alternate route noise impacts since 
such noise is considered short-term. 
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6.0 Conclusion 
Four-hundred one (401) receptors were modeled in the study area representing recreational land uses, 
commercial land uses, a church, a daycare, and residential homes.  As a result of the noise analysis of the 
existing roadway conditions, ninety-three (93) receptors are currently impacted by the existing road noise.  
As a result of the proposed widening of 168th Street (i.e. build alternative), one-hundred thirty-six (136) 
receptors are anticipated to have noise impacts. 
 
Noise walls were evaluated at twenty-three (23) abatement areas to mitigate the expected noise impacts; 
ten (10) were found to be feasible and reasonable, for a total estimated cost of $2.9M.  Detailed displays 
of the feasible and reasonable wall designs are shown in Exhibit 11 through Exhibit 20. Of the thirteen 
(13) walls not found feasible and reasonable, all thirteen did not meet the reasonableness criterion: one 
wall (SB01) did not meet the noise reduction design goal, and the remaining twelve (12) walls did not 
meet the cost-effectiveness criterion.  Noise walls were not analyzed through Dam Site 18 because the 
USACE indicated that noise walls would adversely impact the floodplain and flood protection benefits of 
Zorinsky Lake.     
 
A summary of the twenty-three (23) noise walls that were evaluated are displayed in Table 10. If it 
subsequently develops during final design that the proposed conditions have substantially changed, the 
corresponding noise walls might need to be re-evaluated. The 10 noise walls determined to be feasible 
and reasonable would be constructed; however, slight wall design modifications could be necessary during 
the project’s final design.  
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Table 10.  Proposed Noise Wall Evaluation Summary 


1 – 60% minimum for acoustic feasibility  
2 – “Engineering feasibility” encompasses topographic limitations and potential impacts to drainage, utilities, and safety (e.g., intersection sight distance) 
3 – $40,000 maximum for cost effectiveness 
4 – 40% minimum for noise reduction design goal 
5 – “Viewpoints” consists of the voting outcomes by benefitted property owners and residents. Noise abatement is provided if at least 75% of the points from 
returned ballots are in favor of a proposed noise barrier. 


  


Area 


Location Feasibility Reasonableness Feasible 


and 


Reasonable 


Side of 


Road Between Acoustic1 Engineering2 


Cost-


effectiveness3 


Noise Reduction 


Design Goal4 
Viewpoints5  


NB01 East 
Ehlers and 


Orchard 
100% Yes $27,340 42% Yes Yes 


NB02 East 
Ehlers and Rolling 


Ridge 
100% Yes $31,753 100% Yes Yes 


NB03 East Rolling Ridge  and 
167th Ave 100% Yes $173,466 100% N/A No 


NB04 East Rolling Ridge and 
167th Ave 100% Yes $52,824 40% N/A No 


NB05 East 
167th Ave and 
Zorinsky Lake 


South Access Drive 
100% Yes $107,242 100% N/A No 


NB06 East 
Zorinsky Lake 


North Access Drive 
and Ontario 


100% Yes $115,442 100% N/A No 


NB06
(A) East Oak and West 


Center 100% Yes $78,236 50% N/A No 


NB07 East 
Gold and West 


Center 
100% Yes $29,376 40% Yes Yes 


NB08 East Gold and Frances 100% Yes $25,797 40% Yes Yes 


NB09 East 
Lakeside Hills and 


Frances 
83% Yes $27,922 57% Yes Yes 


NB10 East 
Frances and 


Hickory 
100% Yes $29,957 45% Yes Yes 


NB11 East  Hickory and Pine 100% Yes $84,688 100% N/A No 


NB12 East Pine and William 100% Yes $45,016 50% N/A No 


NB13 East 
William and 


Poppleton 
100% Yes $22,870 50% Yes Yes 


SB01 West Pacific and Pine 100% Yes N/A 0% N/A No 


SB02 West Pine and Shirley 100% Yes $63,893 40% N/A No 


SB03 West Oak and Ontario 100% Yes $63,950 44% N/A No 


SB04 West 
Ontario and 


Zorinsky Lake 
North Access Drive 


100% Yes $119,572 50% N/A No 


SB05 West  
Zorinsky Lake 


South Access Drive 
and H Cir 


100% Yes $184,503 100% N/A No 


SB06 West H Cir and Patterson 100% Yes $53,151 50% N/A No 
SB07 


and 


SB08 


West 
Patterson and 


Orchard 
100% Yes $37,259 40% Yes Yes 


SB09 West Orchard and P  100% Yes $29,486 67% Yes Yes 


SB11 West Elm and Oak 60% Yes $15,416 44% Yes Yes 
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therefore produces more accurate traffic projections. It should be noted however, that the actual travel 
demand modelling software itself remains the same (TransCAD).  Additionally, the roadway network in 
the 2040 TDM was updated to reflect the current MAPA Transportation Plan, which (among many other 
improvements) reflects several improvements to 180th Street in Sarpy County; these improvements include 
a new interchange with Interstate 80, paving 180th Street from Harrison Street to Buffalo Road, located 
south of the interstate, The improvements also include constructing a new bridge over the South Papillion 
Creek and BNSF railroad tracks north of Giles Road.  The new connectivity in the 2040 model appears to 
shift some commuter traffic from 168th Street to 180th Street.   
 
Table 2.  MAPA TDM ADT Projection Comparison (post-processed volumes) 


Location 


2010 


(base model) 


2035 


(projection) 


2040 


(projection) 


168th St, north of Pine St 24,500 36,000 33,000 
168th St, north of W. Center Rd 20,000 38,000 27,000 
168th St, south of W. Center Rd 18,500 30,000 26,000 


168th St, south of Orchard St 18,500 27,000 26,000 
 


3.0 Future Traffic Volumes 
Based on MAPA’s 2010 and 2035 volumes, the noise analysis used a growth rate of 2.0% per year, 
compounded annually.  This growth rate was applied to the 2011 TMCs to calculate the 2035 future 
turning movement volumes for the noise analysis.  Converting the 2035 future turning movement volumes 
to ADT using a 12% K-factor gives the 2035 ADT shown in Table 3, along with the 2011 ADT calculated 
from the TMCs. 
 


Table 3.  Year 2011 and 2035 ADT Comparison (calculated from peak hour volume) 


Location 2011 2035 


Annual 


Growth 


168th St, north of Pine St 18,600 30,000 2.0% 
168th St, north of W. Center Rd 17,800 28,700 2.0% 
168th St, south of W. Center Rd 18,200 29,300 2.0% 


168th St, south of Orchard St 15,300 24,600 2.0% 
 
However, when comparing MAPA’s 2010 volumes to the newly-modelled 2040 volumes, the growth rate 
is closer to 1.0% per year, compounded annually.  As a result, a growth rate of 1.0% per year was applied 
to the 2014 TMCs to calculate the 2040 future turning movement volumes.  Converting the 2040 future 
turning movement volumes to ADT using a 12% K-factor gives the 2040 ADT shown in Table 4, along 
with the 2014 ADT calculated from the TMCs. 
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Table 4.  Year 2014 and 2040 ADT Comparison (calculated from peak hour volume) 


Location 2014 2040 


Annual 


Growth 


168th St, north of Pine St 20,400 26,400 1.0% 
168th St, north of W. Center Rd 22,200 28,700 1.0% 
168th St, south of W. Center Rd 22,900 29,700 1.0% 


168th St, south of Orchard St 15,400 20,000 1.0% 
 


4.0 Conclusions 
The 2035 ADT projections were compared to the 2040 ADT projections, and are shown in Table 5. 
 
Table 5.  Year 2035 and 2040 ADT Comparison (calculated from peak hour volume) 


Location 2035 2040 Difference1 


Percent 


Change2 


168th St, north of Pine St 30,000 26,400 -3,600 -12.0% 
168th St, north of W. Center Rd 28,700 28,700 0 0.0% 
168th St, south of W. Center Rd 29,300 29,700 +400 +1.4% 


168th St, south of Orchard St 24,600 20,000 -4,600 -18.7% 
1 – Difference = 2040-2035 
2 – Percent Change = (2040-2035)/2035 
 
When considering the effects on traffic noise resulting from an increase or decrease in traffic volumes, a 
doubling (+100% change) or halving (-50% change) is required to produce a ±3 dBA difference, which is 
the minimum perceptible difference to human ears.  Comparing the 2035 ADT projections to the 2040 
ADT projections, the maximum percent change is approximately 19%.  This amount of change is less than 
the 25% change stipulated by NDOR for a re-evaluation of noise impacts, and would therefore, not 
significantly change the findings of the noise analysis.  As a result, the current findings of the noise 
analysis should be considered valid. 











